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WCS 2022 Highlights
World Cities Summit (WCS) 2022 received overwhelming support with over
2,500 delegates attending in person, and more than 2,800 views for the

virtual conference. Catch this year’s WCS highlights and look out for the full
content on our YouTube channel starting in October 2022.
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Climate change profoundly impacts cities through extreme weather patterns and more frequent extreme weather events.
Source: Dibakar Roy / Unsplash

The Future of Urban Sustainability:
Implications for Governance
How might we continue to build sustainability and liveability for our people,
in the face of local and global shifts, climate change, resource pressures,
changing societal values and other discontinuities? The CLC’s Foresight

team has identified and developed a set of discontinuities and trends as a
starting point for future cities to develop plausible scenarios and improve
urban sustainability.
7 min | Read

Urban Solutions
Issue #21:
Emerging Stronger

A customer collecting his delivery order from an Autonomous Mobile
Robot during a recent pilot in Punggol, Singapore.
Source: OTSAW, Singapore

(Left to right) The Danube River, Danube Island and the New Danube
Source: saiko3p / Shutterstock
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Reinventing Itself in the
At the Forefront
New Era of Urban Logistics Against Climate Change
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its adverse effects. Here are its groundresidents slash carbon emissions and
improve their quality of life.
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